### OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER

- General Manager, Abigail Marquez: 213-808-8462
- Executive Administrative Assistant, Sarah Cash: 213-808-8496
- Executive Officer, Ruth Mendoza-Rodrigues: 213-808-8445
- Public Information Director, Jahmal Corner: 213-574-6344

### ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGERS

- Assistant General Manager, Lyndon Salvador: 213-256-2370
- Assistant General Manager, Veronica McDonnell: 213-928-9060
- Secretary, Angely Huynh: 213-645-9312

### ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

- Director, Rosa Benavides: 213-440-2920
  - Accounting: Carrie Hu: 213-526-6914
  - Administrative Services and Budget: Raed Elaraj: 213-573-5568
  - Contracts and Procurement: Matthew Sharp: 213-922-9664
  - Fiscal Monitoring: Juan Rolon: 213-744-7366
  - Payroll: Joel Dulalia: 213-645-9340
  - Systems: Yvonne Hong: 213-564-7780
  - Custodian of Records: Kim Harris: 213-526-7366

### CONSOLIDATED PLANNING

- Director, Julie O’Leary: 213-300-5603
  - Consolidated Planning and Admin: Rebecca Ronquillo: 323-500-8642
  - Capital Projects and Service Payback: Jacqueline Mendez: 213-359-3656

### PROGRAM OPERATIONS

- Director, Jacqueline Rodriguez: 213-564-7950
  - Community Wealth: Celeste Rodriguez: 213-808-8428
  - Family Stability Services: Maribel Ulloa: 213-922-9663
  - Homelessness Prevention: Cristina Cortes: 213-574-6465